MEMBER DISCOUNT HIGHLIGHT

Enterprise

Fleet Management

Any ABC member looking for total fleet
management, Enterprise is a great fit.
They offer a full-service fleet management program that helps monitor and
control all the expenses associated with
operating a fleet of vehicles. Services
include everything from acquisition,
funding, maintenance, fuel, disposal,
and much more.

Each customer has the opportunity
to save the most money by using
Enterprise Fleet Management. This
is achieved by allowing Enterprise
Fleet Management to manage the
total cost of ownership.

The most visible discount is the
vehicle incentives offered by the
manufacturer. This will vary by
manufacturer and vehicle, but as an
ABC member, and regardless of size,
each company has access to incentives.

Many customers recognize between a
15-20% cost savings when using all of
Enterprise programs. It is not required
to use every service available, but it
does ensure that operations is the most
cost effective fleet possible and
ultimately leads to a larger cost savings.

If a company is in the state of
Michigan and has at least 20 or more
vehicles in their fleet (can be
reimbursement vehicles) it qualifies.
Once the minimum qualifications are
meant, then the necessary contracts and
credit underwriting steps will be
completed to finish the process.

For more information on the Enterprise
Fleet Management benefit, please reach
out to either the metro Detroit office or
West Michigan office in Grand Rapids.
Also, check out the Enterprise Fleet
Management site (www.efleets.com)
to find anything and everything fleet
management along with videos and
customer testimonials.

For More Information: Please contact Enterprise Fleet Management
at www.efleets.com / 877-23 FLEET
This member benefit is made possible by the partnership between Associated Builders & Contractors and Enterprise.
For the full listing of ABC Discounts please visit: www.abcgmc.org
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